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Introduction

Results

Heavy rainfall by deep convection depends on environmental
stability conditions such as temperature lapse rate and moisture
content. From the previous studies and the past IPCC assessment
reports, it has been understood that the occurrence of extreme
rainfall events will increase in projected future climates under
global warming. Downscaling experiments with regional climate
models enable to diagnose the effects of climate change on the
development and evolution of specific extreme convective events
through a pseudo‐global warming assumption in which
incremental amounts from the historical to a future climate are
added to the analysis field of a past event. In this study, we
investigated the effects of global warming on the changes in the
relationship between environmental stability and heavy rainfall by
conducting pseudo‐global warming experiments for the heavy
rainfall period in August 2014 in Japan.
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Numerical model Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)/ARW
Domain nesting three domains at 9 km/3 km/1 km grid spacings
Analysis field Japanese 55‐year Reanalysis (JRA‐55)
Simulation period 00 UTC 30 July 2014 – 00 UTC 1 Sep 2014
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Pseudo‐global warming (PGW) experiment
Global warming (GW) increment =
(Future climate: 2075‐2099) – (Present climate: 1979‐2003)
Obtained from MRI‐AGCM3.2 (Mizuta et al. 2012)
Added variables sea surface temperature (SST)*, air temperature
* SST: 4 patters (Mizuta et al. 2014)  4 future runs with AGCM
PGW climate state = (JRA‐55 analysis field) + (GW increment)
Experiments
Present climate experiment: CNTL
PGW experiments: PGW0 (control SST), PGW1, PGW2, PGW3
(ensemble SSTs)

Summary
From pseudo‐global warming experiments for a month‐long heavy
rainfall event due to the activity of stationary front, it was found:
• Total rainfall may not increase under global warming;
• The frequency of strong hourly rain will increase under global
warming.
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